DIR INFO WAVE CITE SJAN 8837

RE: UFGA 5914 (DATED 9 OCTOBER)

1. PROPOSAL OUTLINED PARA 2 AND 3 REF DISCUSSED IN GENERAL WITH
   SKIVER-1 WHO EXPRESSED COMPLETE WILLINGNESS COOPERATE IN THIS WAY.

2. SKIVER-1 SAID HOWEVER THAT SEVERAL REPEAT SEVERAL THOUSAND
   REPEAT THOUSAND PER MONTH ON REGULARIZED BASIS WILL BE FAR OUTSIDE PATTERN
   HIS DONATIONS TO SUCH GROUPS. ALSO POINTED OUT HE DOES NOT CUSTOMARILY
   REVEAL AMOUNTS HE CONTRIBUTES. IT FELT THEREFORE THAT IN FACE ANY
   INQUIRY HIS SUPPORT U R, HE COULD ATTAIN FULL EFFECT OF COVER STORY
   BY IMITATING "REGULAR AND SUBSTANTIAL" SUPPORT WITHOUT MENTIONING
   AMOUNT.

3. SKIVER-1 ALSO SAID IT FELT NECESSARY TO SUBSTANTIATE COVER
   STORY, HE WILLING ACTUALLY FORWARD FUNDS TO GROUP IN HIS NAME.

4. BELIEVE IT BE HIGHLY ADVANTAGEOUS SKIVER-1 MEET AT LEAST ONE OF
   MIDDLE MEMBERS U R. THIS BE USEFUL TO BOTH PARTIES TO ARRANGEMENT.
   IN TELLING COVER STORY SHOULD THEN BE NECESSARY.

5. SKIVER-1 PLANS BE IN MIAMI 10 NOV. SUGGEST TAKE ADVANTAGE
   THAT OPPORTUNITY INTRODUCE HIM TO U R REPS AND REFINE STORY AND
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MECHANICS PASSING FUNDS. IF THIS NOT FEASIBLE, REQUEST WAVE FORWARD
NAME OF WITNESS MEMBERS U R INDICATING WHICH WILL OSTENSIBLY HAVE
SOLICITED AID; BRIEF BUT PRECISE COVER STORY TO BE USED AS
TO HOW ARRANGEMENT WITH U R CAME ABOUT; AND SOME GENERAL BACK-
GROUND INFO ON U R TO BE PASSED TO WHICH ENABLE HIM DISCUSS
GROUP INTELLIGENTLY IF CALLED UPON DO SO.
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